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What content is Medicine® looking for in the area of metabolic disorders?
“Apart from inherited metabolic disorders that are genetic conditions resulting in problems of metabolism, metabolic syndrome comprehending type 2 diabetes mellitus, visceral obesity, dyslipidemia is the main field of research due to its association with cardiovascular diseases and cancer.

Obesity remains one of the most common diseases affecting large part of the population. Many efforts in treating this metabolic disorder are needed and many other pieces of research are still pending.

Last but not least, the liver involvement in metabolic disorder is central. Thus, any investigation concerning NAFLD/MAFLD is mandatory to ameliorate the life of patients suffering from metabolic syndrome.”

What advice would you give to researchers looking to publish their work in Medicine®?
“I would like to emphasize that authors, in case they have epidemiological data, should address their lines of research on NAFLD/MAFLD.”
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